BUYER’S GUIDE

SAFETY AND SECURITY
SOLUTIONS

Your Guide to Our Top Solutions for
Safer and More Secure Environments
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If you are at all involved in queue operations
or management for an airport, entertainment
venue, retail store, bank, or any other
business, you are well aware of the challenges.
From maintaining public safety, to ensuring a
quality customer experience, to enhancing the
operational performance of your queues, you
have a lot to juggle.
You’ll be encouraged to learn that it is
possible to address each of these challenges
effectively and simultaneously with a wellplanned approach. And of course, with the
right set of products.
In this quick guide, we focus on safety
and security by featuring some of our top
queuing products.

Solutions featured in this guide will help you:
• Create orderly queuing areas
• Guide customers to, through, and out
of the queue
• Clearly delineate off-limits areas
• Establish barriers around or within
service areas
• Communicate important safety and
security information
• Enhance public and employee safety
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WHAT’S INSIDE?

BELTRAC® STANCHIONS AND SIGN FRAMES
RETRACTABLE BELT WALL MOUNTS
JETTRAC™ DUAL
MAGNETIC BASE POSTS
BELTRAC® SWING GATES
NEXTRAC® GATES AND RIGID RAIL BARRIERS
POST AND PANEL BARRIERS
POST & SHIELD™ BULLET RESISTANT PANELS
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BELTRAC® STANCHIONS AND SIGN FRAMES

The industry standard for
queues and crowd control.
Beltrac’s® rugged construction and
safety features make it the perfect
choice for areas that handle heavy
traffic.
• 4-way belt connection allows
extreme flexibility when setting
up queues.
• Viscous dampening belt-braking
system ensures a slow and safe
belt retraction.
• Weighted steel base with slotted
rubberized feet provides superior
stability.
• Rounded-edge sign frames
eliminate hazard from sharp corners.

TO HELP YOU DECIDE:
PRICE POINT

EASE OF USE

PORTABILITY

STABILITY
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SAFETY

SECURITY

RETRACTABLE BELT WALL MOUNTS

Always ready for action.
Create a convenient, always available barrier for areas or
passages that require temporary restricted access such as
security corridors or areas temporarily closed for maintenance.
• Mounts to a wall or other flat surface in minutes, providing a
convenient, instant barrier.
• Choose from standard safety messages or create your own.
• Magnetic option allows barrier to be instantly moved from one
location to another.

TO HELP YOU DECIDE:
PRICE POINT

EASE OF USE

PORTABILITY

STABILITY
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JETTRAC™ DUAL

Quickly define safe zones
for large areas.
Create an instant barrier with two
belts that extend up to 65’ for a
total of 130 linear feet of coverage.
JetTracTM Dual clearly and quickly
defines safe zones for large areas.
• Belts easily extend in any direction.
• Belts are weather-resistant,
anti-static.
• Large wheeled base makes
it easy to transport.
• Compact design requires
little storage space.

TO HELP YOU DECIDE:
PRICE POINT

EASE OF USE

PORTABILITY

STABILITY
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SECURITY

MAGNETIC BASE POSTS

Keep posts firmly in place.
When you need more security and control over
your queues — without being married to just
one configuration — a magnetic base offers
the ideal compromise. Designed for high-traffic
venues that require sturdy stanchions with
flexibility, the magnetic base attaches firmly to
the steel plate keeping the stanchion upright
and your queuing configuration intact until
you’re ready to rearrange.
• Strong magnetic base keeps post
firmly in place.
• Post quickly removes from floor plate
when needed.
• Small footprint offers a clean, contemporary
look and maximizes floor space.
• No core drilling necessary.

TO HELP YOU DECIDE:
PRICE POINT

EASE OF USE

PORTABILITY

STABILITY
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BELTRAC® SWING GATES

Improve access control
in minutes.
Use portable swinging gates to
visually alert and temporarily block
customers from restricted areas. The
spring loaded gate is easily attached
to any Beltrac® post to create an
instant access gate in a matter of
minutes.

TO HELP YOU DECIDE:
PRICE POINT

EASE OF USE

PORTABILITY

STABILITY
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NEXTRAC® GATES AND RIGID RAIL™ BARRIERS

Sleek rigid rail creates modern, secure-access barriers and
partitions.
The flexibility and versatility of Rigid RailTM Barriers make them equally at home
in the queue, as structural barriers for secure areas or as a partition wall. Insert a
NeXtrac® Gate at any point to provide a secure access point.
• Create a more secure perimeter around the queue.
• Add a structural barrier to restricted access areas.
• Create Privacy Rooms or divide an open space.

TO HELP YOU DECIDE:
PRICE POINT

EASE OF USE

PORTABILITY

STABILITY
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POST AND PANEL BARRIERS

Create a well-defined barrier.
Panel barriers work seamlessly with
Beltrac® posts using small yet flexible hinge
connectors to allow for a full range of panel positions.
• Visually define the lines of the queue.
• Create a solid structural perimeter around a queue or restricted area.
• Easily insert graphics or use black inserts to create opaque barricades.

TO HELP YOU DECIDE:
PRICE POINT

EASE OF USE

PORTABILITY

STABILITY
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SECURITY

POST & SHIELDTM BULLET RESISTANT PANELS
Portable security against
ballistic threats.
Where public and employee safety is a key
concern, portable bullet proof panels are
worth considering. Post and Shield panels
provide exceptional stability and proven
protection against ballistic threats.
• Works with Beltrac® Post and Panel
systems.
• Bullet resistant fiberglass panels offer
superior security against bullets and
blast fragments.
• Woven-roving fiberglass with resin panels
capture ballistic projectiles without
ricochet or spalling.
• Low wicking,
non-toxic materials
prevent the build-up
of mold.

TO HELP YOU DECIDE:
PRICE POINT

EASE OF USE

PORTABILITY

STABILITY
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PUT THESE SOLUTIONS TO WORK

Let a Lavi expert help you
plan your approach.
www.lavi.com | (888) 285-8605

You might also appreciate:
THE ULTIMATE STANCHION
BUYER’S GUIDE
Select the Right Stanchions for
Crowd Control and Queuing
http://lp.lavi.com/stanchion-buyers-guide

Get even more tips and best practices on
queue management, crowd control, and safety.
Visit the Lavi resource library at
http://explore.lavi.com

